
CHAPTER 2

Multiplication

A
opportunities to grasp rather than reactions to pressure.

1. Multiplication Expands our Reach and Go Capacity

in other locations—be it across town or halfway around the world.

opportunities. We have people from other cultures who worship 

and Japan, One of  our local church plants planted churches 
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into the church but to plant a microchurch in their midst. The 

same goes for recent Filipino immigrants.

percent of  the people raised their hands. Corey then explained that 

if  we truly see ourselves as a global/local church, we should begin 

planting microchurches via our family connections. From there, we 

While recent immigrant cultures remain under-evangelized 

representing the dominant culture. This can give us a false sense 

of  well- being—we feel that we are reaching the “world at our 

doorstep.” But this approach falls short of  real effectiveness. 

Equipping these “bridge people” to lead microchurches would give 

us increased opportunity for penetrating unique cultures right in 

Microchurches also reach across generations. I found it easy 

several of  them to launch microchurches among their peers. Their 

natural craving for intimacy and their bent toward friendship 

of  this. It is only when a microchurch grows explosively that the 
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shot.

dozen ethnic groups that include prostitutes and drug addicts 

among those they disciple. And many of  these people have been 

redeemed and returned to society. The church mixes privileged 

middle-class people with the hopelessly homeless. Microchurches 

force people into relationships. Love, when it enters the picture, 

crosses all boundaries.

2. Multiplication Helps Reach the Culture

Evangelical Christians are a cultural minority. But that means there 

Acts. The result was fantastic growth. We could do the same but 

without the persecution.

of  the past. In a minority position we must rely on relationships 

9 

God. We can wring our hands over this, or we can see this as a 

that attitude with the thought that new churches evangelize more 

actually increased. There are 224 languages represented in the 

L.A. County public schools.
10 What a incredible opportunities we 
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possess! Most larger American congregations are middle-class, 

white or African-American.
11 

country. Microchurches could reap a huge harvest by adapting to 

These opportunities to multiply churches transcend race. As 

much as we hate to admit it, our culture is divided along class lines 

well at integrating ultra-wealthy, or very poor people. To reach 

whatever relationships we have. Microchurches provide an 

in the community. The typical American church-planting project 

brings in outsiders to plant. Then they attract a following through 

advertising that brings people in the front door. Most missional 

efforts target people through ministry to physical needs. Even so, 

Microchurches allow for cross-pollination. I have a friend who 

microchurch behind the gates of  his exclusive community. Again, 

effectively engage our growing post-Christian society. In a recent 
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by lay people. One is a microchurch of  hunters, another is a gun 

12

grown beyond a size that would cause them to function as 

willingness to embrace diversity within the boundaries of  New 

Testament teaching.

3. Multiplication Carries Unique Financial Advantages

Currently, American churches spend a lot of  money on church 

programs, short-term missions, and traditional missionaries 

overseas. This is fruitful, but expensive.

13 

percent of  all charitable donations come from people currently 

above the age of  forty-nine.
14 One study suggests that over the 

next three decades, church income will fall by more than 70 

percent due to life expectancy of  these generous donors.  This 

will seriously damage our ability to sustain huge mortgages, 
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facilities maintenance and the staff  to support the programs 

familiar to us today.

to steward money will. We need sustainable models if  we hope to 

recapture the hearts and minds of  America.

The strength of  microchurches led by freelance pastors is that 

other pastors sidestep student loans. Freelance pastors need little 

large church campuses. And all of  the above would allow church 

planting by capacity building, one disciple at a time, rather than 

demands of  Level 3 growth.

whereby growth can be scaled without a proportional demand for 

Vocational Costs

One of  the problems facing the American church is the cost of  

where increased attendance can fund increasing salaries.

multiplication.

The less obvious problem is that of  the pastor who struggles 

to remain a single-vocation pastor. That can lead to the need for 

money as the primary priority in the congregation. There are 

vocational pastors the world over, but they are not the norm. The 

extremely gifted leader will be paid a fulltime salary as are the 
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pastors in European lands where the government underwrites the 

church. But, across the globe most pastors serve as volunteers or 

with limited remuneration.

The relationship between church multiplication and evangelism 

in Africa, Asia and Latin America and the issue of  vocational 

or bivocational pastorates cannot be ignored. The possibility of  

microchurches led by freelance pastors who maintain a separate 

a little later.

Church Planting Costs

Even the way we plant churches is expensive. This is largely driven 

by the full-time salaries discussed above. The norm is three years 

of  full-time salary and insurance for the planter plus a generous 

budget to underwrite operations. One denomination told me that 

dozen churches in a decade-and-a-half. Their largest plant numbers 

organization underwrites these projects. They do better than most, 

but the model will be hard to sustain if  they lose the fundraising 

exploits of  their current leader. And, if  you consider bang-for- the 

Big, expensive churches are here to stay. We must appreciate 

the ministry they do and the heritage they give. But, if  those, 

mostly Level 3, congregations could see themselves as sponsors 

of  microchurch movements the tendency toward exponential 

growth would be unavoidable. The very angst we feel over the 
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This is a positive that we cannot ignore.

4. Multiplication Opens Doors to Millennials

country.  The standouts are among the millennial generation. 

greater than the population of  many nations.

No monolith, Millennials comprise a multiplicity of  unreached 

of  brevity.

The greatest growth among religious “nones” is among the 

millennial generation.
17 

early adulthood, as boomers did. Many were never there in the 

mainstream evangelical Christians. This renders them critical of  

large church budgets for property and program while poverty 

exists at home and abroad. Liberal views also cause evangelical 

from illegal immigrants to the LGBT community.

Millennials crave relationships and value them over expensive 

programming. Evangelical Millennials want a church that is a 

relationship rather than an event.

hierarchical. They thrive on mutuality rather than prescriptions for 

success. This almost demands smaller circles of  people meeting for 
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most often used metaphor for the church in the New Testament is 

Charlie Dunn is a seminary graduate and former campus pastor 

of  a megachurch. Today he effectively reaches millennials. During 

a stint in retail, he found that inviting people to church went 

he says. “I was part of  a great and exciting church to which I 

responded by saying they had no interest in going to a church, no 

When he set out to plant a church, Charlie felt unsure if  

he could accomplish the big splash usually associated with the 

neighborhood gatherings and daily gospel-centered relationships—

the everyday stuff  of  life— was the seed of  a church. And perhaps 

an even better representation of  the family of  God than a building 

or formal gathering.

Massachusetts. Born of  deep relationships, the church currently 

of  each person “learning to live in the family of  Jesus by enjoying, 

basis,” Charlie says. All the missional communities gather for 



community on the fourth.
18

and partner in a successful executive recruiting and coaching 
19 

microchurches among Millennials and Generation Z. When I met 

Ryan, he had launched a string of  three churches and proudly 

proclaimed that two more would come online within the month we 

met.

As with others touching Millennials, Ryan points us toward 

gatherings around a meal, teaching as dialogue and discussion, and 

the doors of  a traditional church building because of  their pain, 

shame, and hang-ups about God, religion and church. This is an 

opportunity to see the gospel leap to these unreached places and 

for churches to form as a natural result of  people coming to faith 

in Jesus where they are.

Consider Cornelius, Lydia, the Ethiopian eunuch, and so many 

others who brought their families, their households, and their 

nations to faith right where they were.”

For an entire generation to live outside the gospel is not new. 

change our approach to this relationship we call church, we may 



This is a time for hopefulness and innovation. We can continue 

to blast away with our heavy and expensive productions, or we 

can tailor our delivery methods to the needs and desires of  this 

5. Multiplication Preserves Wineskins

We must plant churches if  we expect to disciple our culture. A 

may be very spiritually alive, but it is old, by virtue of  time and its 

cultural attachment to another day and generation.

people moving from the ragged edges of  the church. These people 

the power of  God and see it as a mandate to change the church.

The group invents new ways to serve their community. The 

vocabulary communicates biblical truth through simpler, more up-

to-date terminology. Religious formality is nearly nonexistent. The 

new ways are not so much tools of  evangelism but implements 

through miracles, spiritual gifts or worship experience. The new 

group bursts with enthusiasm while the established church enjoys 

business as usual. This is exactly how we got to where we are 
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Movement with churches led by natural entrepreneurs and gifted 

us today. But it is a response to a different generation. We need 

traditions. They engender new leadership that can upset a still 

functional, though set-in-its-ways church culture. Jesus never 

that the Father was faced with the need to preserve both the new 

than at any time in the past few decades—and we need lots of  


